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Langleys Strengthens
Renewables Expertise
Langleys has strengthened the Renewables Energy team with
the appointment of Nathan Bilton.  Nathan is a member of the
commercial unit and advises a range of companies and
organisations on supply agreements, incorporation of
companies in the renewables field, and on the aspects of
intellectual property encountered by such organisations.

Renewables is a growing area of work for Langleys with the six-
strong team advising landowners and farmers on all types of
projects including wind farms and turbines, solar parks, biomass
boilers and anaerobic digestion schemes.

The team is led by Tim Craig who is also head of construction at
Langleys. The other members are Andrew Fearn, head of
agriculture; Sarah Miles, partner in commercial property; Françoise
Vandale, senior associate in private client; and Jeremy Scott,
partner in regulatory.

Langleys hosted a recent ‘Making the Most of Renewables’ seminar
at Doddington Hall, Lincoln, in partnership with agents George F
White, Barclays and chartered accountants Duncan & Toplis.

Welcome
I see from our last newsletter, published

earlier this year, that I was bemoaning

the very cold spring!  Happily the

harvest season was excellent with good

returns, in all the circumstances.  The

rains of the autumn have delayed some

later cultivations but mostly the mood

has lifted! 

At Langleys, we have had an increasingly

busy time with a larger number of significant

land transactions as well as an influx of

solar energy schemes! In addition to our

workload, we coped with the sad loss of

James Worthington (see inside); a

substantial blow to us all.

The publication of the Legal 500 and the

Chambers & Partners directories were both

eagerly awaited by lawyers as they rank

and comment on our performance!  Happily

we received a good press in both and offer

many thanks to our professional friends and

clients who were so kind.

We look forward to meeting with many of

you at the planned events over the winter

months.

Best wishes,

ANDREW FEARN, 
Head of Agriculture & Private Client
E andrew.fearn@langleys.com
T 01522 508711

Nathan Bilton joins Sarah Miles, Tim Craig, Andrew Fearn,
Françoise Vandale and Jeremy Scott

Lifting a
Restrictive
Covenant
Restrictive covenants in the
agricultural world often require
the owner to only use the land or
property for agricultural
purposes 

The other side of the coin is that whilst
the owner is restricted in this way
someone with adjoining land, or at the
least, nearby land, is capable of
benefiting from the restrictive covenant. 

A recent case in the Lands Chamber of the
Upper Tribunal will have given
encouragement to many who are so
affected. 

Mr and Mrs Tate owned land near
Newcastle Upon Tyne which was subject to
a covenant restricting the use of the
property to either agriculture or equine
purposes. 

The Tates obtained planning consent for
residential development on site and
realised that the company with the benefit
of the restrictive covenant was a national
housebuilder which owned some 35
hectares of nearby land, although it was
almost 100 metres away from the site itself. 

The housebuilder refused to lift the
restrictive covenant but stated that it would

do so in return for a payment of £100,000.
The Tates declined and subsequently
applied to the Tribunal which considered all
the evidence. 

Happily for the Tates, the Tribunal
discharged the restriction and awarded
£3,000 in compensation. 

A victory for the Tates but be warned….
each case must be carefully assessed on
its merits.

FRANÇOISE VANDALE, 
Solicitor, Agriculture
E francoise.vandale@langleys.com
T 01522 508786



Housing for
Farm
Workers
Where
Now?
The introduction of the Enterprise and

Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (“ERRA”)

which received Royal Assent in June 2013

is intended to promote a new economic

dynamism to businesses in the UK and

remove barriers that inhibit innovation and

enterprise, allowing industry to build upon

their economic strengths.  

The aims of the Act encompass many of

the areas for businesses to be aware, but

the principle impact for those working in the

agricultural sector has been the abolition of

the Agricultural Wages Board for England

and Wales and the linked abolition of the

Agricultural Dwelling House Advisory

Committees which both took effect on 1st

October 2013.

The historical role of the sixteen

Agricultural Dwelling House Advisory

Committees (“ADHAC”) which operated

throughout England and Wales had been to

provide advice to farmers who applied to

their local authority for farm workers,

usually occupying an agricultural tied

cottage, to be re-housed. The report

provided by your local ADHAC to the Local

Authority has until now provided an integral

professional assessment of the need to re-

house an ex-worker upon which the Local

Authority were obliged to act.

As this service is now closed

to new applications, what now

for farmers who need to

provide housing for the

agricultural workers and will

ERRA provide a more

effective alternative for those

dealing with the agricultural

housing sector?

Any changes to those seeking to re-house

an agricultural worker will largely depend

upon the form of the tenancy which is

already in place and this must be the first

matter for any farmer to ascertain. 

The initial statutory provisions in this area

were introduced under The Rent

(Agriculture) Act 1976 which introduced for

the first time the principle of security of

tenure for agricultural workers which

extended beyond their term of

employment. Once a farm worker’s period

of employment was deemed to qualify and

the dwelling satisfied the criteria under the

Act, the ‘relevant tenancy or licence’ which

the farmer had put in place automatically

guaranteed the farm worker a ‘statutory

tenancy’. This allowed the farm worker to

continue to occupy the property after he

had ceased working for the farmer and only

allowed eviction on very limited grounds.

These grounds included needing the

accommodation for another farm worker,

where the employee had no further

accommodation available but were very

much discouraging beyond that.

Subsequent statutes following the 1976 Act

have sought to further codify tenancies for

agricultural workers but the provisions of

the Rent Act 1977 and the Housing Act

1988 which introduced Assured tenancies

still permit an application to the Local

Authority for re-housing and the new

procedure will also apply to Assured

tenancies and those limited number of

tenancies created under the 1977 Act.  

Farmers who provide Assured Shorthold

tenancies to their workers and follow the

criteria defined in the Housing Act 1988 will

continue to be able to bring those

tenancies to an end using the statutory

notice procedures and assuming the

criteria have been met, no application to re-

house an ex-employee should ever be

necessary.

Duty of Local Authority

The role and expertise of the local ADHAC

and its input into the re-housing decision

has been removed for new applications

from the 1st October 2013 and the whole

decision now lies with the Local Authority

and its sole assessment of the situation.

The Local Authority continues to be under

a duty to re-house where appropriate but

that decision now rests solely with the

Authority in question.

Implications

Farmers who provide accommodation to

their workers under the provisions of either

the 1976, 1977 Acts or provide Assured

tenancies under the 1988 Housing Act may

find that the property arrangement is tied

and therefore a review of the tenancy

arrangement should be undertaken before

any attempt to re-house or evict a tenant is

started. 

ERRA has highlighted a need to further

clarify this area and the Law Commission is

currently looking at new legislation but

farmers must be mindful of the new

arrangements whilst the current rules

apply.

DAVID WOOD, 
Partner, Private Client 
E david.wood@langleys.com
T 01522 508862

Farming
Partnership
Agreements
Why, then does a family farming business

need a partnership agreement?  Avoiding a

rent equivalent of £500 to £650 per acre on

Grade 2/3 land is one of the answers!

Section 42 of the Partnership Act 1890 is

perhaps of most concern for farmers and

their advisers.  It is this Section which

continuing partners in farming businesses

could see as “abuse” by an outgoing partner

and his or her advisers.

Continuing Partners

Where a partner dies or leaves the

Partnership and the continuing partners

carry on the business of the Firm with the

capital or assets, unless there is an

agreement to the contrary (i.e. in the

Partnership Agreement or Retirement Deed)

the outgoing partner (or his Executors) can

elect for either a share of profits or interest

at 5%.

With some Grade 2 and 3 prime land now

fetching in the range of £10,000 to £13,000

per acre, an election for interest at 5%

would produce for the outgoing partner or

his or her Estate a rent equivalent of £500

to £650 per acre annually, to be paid by the

continuing partners.

This produces an incentive for the outgoing

partner or his or her advisers to be

unreasonable.  To refuse to agree values of

the land and other assets (or delay agreeing

the value) or delay the preparation of the

dissolution accounts, would extend the

period during which the continuing partners

are using the Partnership assets (i.e. renting

the land) and therefore able to extract rent

for as long as possible (plus 5% interest on

other assets).

Pity the poor continuing partner who has the

choice of either leaving the farm unfarmed

or being held hostage for a huge rent

equivalent.

Comment

Do not let Section 42 put your farming

Partnership at risk.  If you do not presently

have a Partnership Agreement then, whilst

everyone is well and getting along, it will

usually be a simple and straightforward job

to draft an appropriate Agreement.  If it is

some time since your Partnership

Agreement was reviewed, then it might be a

job for this winter.

PHIL ROBINSON, 
Solicitor, Private Client 
E phil.robinson@langleys.com
T 01904 683114



The unpredictable weather cycles over

the past few years have brought with

them a range of new problems,

especially with the increased incidence

of floods following heavy and

sustained rain.  

In urban areas this brings all sorts of short

and long term problems including flooding,

itself, an inability to obtain insurance and

sometimes the prospect of being unable

to sell your house for anything like its real

value.

Sometimes these events are both

unforeseen and unpreventable but this is

not always the case as was seen in a

recent case in the Court of Appeal.

Case Study

A caravan holiday site was twice affected

by flooding, in 2006 and 2008. It seems

that the problem was that water was

escaping from an adjacent road which

was maintained by the local highway

authority. However, on the other side of

the road was a holiday attraction which

sloped in such a way that water flowed

onto the road and then onto the caravan

site. 

The Council was aware of the problem

and took steps to install drains and gullies

to prevent it but, as is the nature of these

things, these often became blocked with

leaves etc. Quite properly, the Council

took measures to try and prevent this and

appointed a maintenance company to

inspect and clear such defects.

The leader of the team from the

maintenance company adopted his own

informal procedure which involved him

visiting this particular stretch of road

during heavy rainfall to ensure that all was

well and the water was flowing in the way

intended. 

Critically, on two occasions he failed to

attend and flooding was caused by an

accumulation of debris. The holiday site

claimed against the Council and the

Judge found in its favour and against the

Council. 

Court of Appeal Ruling

The Council appealed and claimed that

the standard of care applied by the Judge

had been too onerous, that he had failed

to take into account a number of issues

which included the fact that the water

initially came from the attraction on the

opposite side of the road and that the

Judge had taken the view that the

Council’s system of maintenance had

been adequate with only two occasions of

flooding in 8 years.

Needless to say, the Court of Appeal took

the opportunity to examine the law on the

issue of liability for the escape of water.

One of the first cases that every law

student in the land learns about is

Rylands -v- Fletcher which dealt with the

liability for the escape of water other than

in the natural course of events. 

Having reviewed the law, the Court of

Appeal upheld the decision, agreeing that

the Judge had correctly apportioned

liability to the Council as its duty was to

prevent flooding by following normal

practices. In this case the Council had

taken measures to prevent flooding but

had simply failed to follow them up on the

critical days in question.

Problems Following
Heavy Flooding

ANDREW FEARN, 
Head of Agriculture & Private Client
E andrew.fearn@langleys.com
T 01522 508711

James Worthington 
died suddenly on 5th September

2013 at the young age of 38.  He

joined Langleys in the Autumn of

2011 as a welcome addition to the

Agricultural Property Team.  

James was extremely proud of his

Northern Irish roots having been

brought up and educated there.

He had a very special set of skills.  First

and foremost, he was an extremely

competent and client-friendly

agricultural lawyer.  In the office he was

a great enthusiast for his work and

formed excellent relationships with

colleagues and clients.  He

communicated well in an effortless way

and this made him a very popular

colleague.  His Irish charm meant that

others were always willing to help and

support his ventures.

James loved his sports and was a keen

shot and eager fisherman.  He hit a golf

ball a prodigious distance, although not

always in the desired direction! 

James’ sudden and unexpected death

will have come as a grievous blow to his

family.  His colleagues at Langleys and

the wider professional community will

miss him enormously and his loss

leaves us bereft of a fine friend and

lawyer.

We are delighted to hear the

announcement by Newark &

Nottinghamshire Agricultural Society

of the launch of The Midlands

Machinery Show.  It is aimed at small

and local agricultural machinery

firms in particular and will be held at

Newark Showground, for the first

time on 13th November 2014.

Visit the website

www.midlandsmachineryshow.com

Watch out for the Langleys agri-legal

team in the indoor stand area ! 



Our Private Client briefing in October at Newburgh Priory in North Yorkshire

revealed an interesting connection between the stately home and our friends at

Fairfax House.  Hanging in one of the main rooms at Newburgh Priory is a portrait

of Anne, the daughter of Viscount Fairfax who created Fairfax House in 1742.

Fairfax House is one of the finest Georgian buildings in England which is run as an

historic house museum by York Civic Trust. Earlier this year, Fairfax House teamed up

with Langleys to create a new legacy scheme by which benefactors can leave a tax-free

gift in their Will to the charity. 

The legal briefing provided information and advice on a range of personal matters

including planning a Will, inheritance tax, care home fees, property, estate and family

assets and relationship breakdown.  

This was followed by a fascinating and engaging tour by owner Stephen Wombwell.

Many thanks to Stephen for his generous hospitality.

To add to the strength of the unit we are about to welcome a new agri-property lawyer,

Jacqui Barr.  Hopefully Jacqui will be able to meet many of you over the next few

months. 

Jacqui’s experience is mainly property based with particular focus on rural land. She

advises clients on the sale and acquisition of agricultural property, landlord and tenant

matters and on a diverse range of issues relating to agricultural and land law generally

including wayleaves, easements and voluntary first registrations.

© Langleys Solicitors LLP
Langleys Solicitors LLP trading as Langleys is a limited liability partnership registered in England & Wales under number OC361149. Its registered office is Queens House, Micklegate, York, YO1 6WG . A list of Members is
open to inspection at both its offices. Langleys Solicitors LLP is a ‘recognised body’ authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority in the United Kingdom. The information in this newsletter is not intended to
constitute legal advice. Such advice can only be given if we are instructed to consider a particular set of matter specific facts. No duty of care is assumed to any person and no liability is accepted in respect of the contents of
this document.

Competition
Winner
Congratulations to Mary Birkett the winner of our
champagne prize draw following the Great
Yorkshire Show, presented by partner
Giles Scott 

Newburgh Priory 
and 
Fairfax House

Dates for
the Diary
Watch out for Langleys at the following
agricultural events:

Langleys Agri-Legal Update
27th November 2013

FERA, York

LAMMA
22nd & 23rd January 2014

East of England Showground

Derwent Point to Point 
9th March 2014

Wykeham

Holderness Point to Point
16th March 2014

Dalton

Langleys Agri-Legal Update
March 2014

Lincoln

Middleton Point to Point
6th April 2014

Whitwell-on-the-Hill

York & Ainsty Point to Point
27th April 2014

Easingwold

Nottinghamshire 

County Show
10th & 11th May 2014

Newark Showground

Accreditation
For the 2nd year running the Chambers & Partners legal

directory has ranked Langleys as the top performing solicitors

in the Lincoln region for Agriculture & Rural Affairs.

A number of our practitioners have been recommended as Leaders in

their Field.

The Legal 500 directory has also recommended Langleys,

saying:

Langleys Solicitors LLP’s lawyers are ‘easy to contact, and regularly

update clients on ongoing projects’. The firm is seeing an increase in

renewables work, including matters relating to wind turbines and

solar parks. 

Senior members of the team were recommended for being

‘extremely professional’, ‘excellent’ and always ‘exceeding

expectations’. 

Website
Top�Ten
Here are our 10 favourite

websites which we think you

might enjoy visiting:

1. www.cla.org.uk 

2. www.nfuonline.com 

3. www.tfa.org.uk

4. www.cerealsevent.co.uk

5. www.greatyorkshireshow.co.uk

6. www.lincolnshireshow.co.uk

7. www.gamefair.co.uk

8. www.gwct.org.uk

9. www.fishpal.com 

10. www.burghley-horse.co.uk

Langleys has a regularly updated

website with useful legal news and

updates. Follow us on Twitter

@LangleysLawNEWS


